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INTRODUCTION 
For a gentle approach to the problems connected with interacting 
Markov processes we review first what is known in the absence of 
interaction. For simplicity let S be a countable (or finite) set, and 
consider a countable (or finite if S is finite) collection of independent 
Markov processes on S, with common transition function P,(x, y), x, 
y E S. It is natural to assume constant invariant measure, i.e., 
Let .Z denote the set of all integer-valued measures on S; since S is 
countable u E Z means 0 : S + N = (0, l,...}, so that each (T represents 
a configuration of nondistinguishable particles on S, with U(X) equal to 
the number of particles at x E S. Let 93’ denote the Bore1 field of subsets 
of Z generated by the cylinder sets of the form B = [u : “(xi) = Ki for 
i = I,..., n], xi E S. For each X > 0 define the Poisson point process 
(P.p.p.) on S of density X as the probability measure pA on (.Z, g), which 
assigns mass 
to the cyclinder sets B described above. A familiar theorem of Doob 
(Ref. [5], pp. 404-407), f ormulated in the present setting by Derman 
[2], states that for each X > 0 the P.p.p. with density X is invariant 
under Markovian translation according to (0.1). More intuitively, place 
particles on S at time t = 0 according to p,, defined by (0.2). Let these 
particles move independently (without interaction) as Markov processes 
* Research supported by the National Science Foundation at Cornell University. 
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with the common transition function P, , satisfying (O.l), and let 
ut = h(4>sss describe the particle configuration at time t >, 0. Then 
for each t > 0, ut is a random variable on the product of the space of 
(& 9l, Pi) with the probability space of the Markovian motions, and the 
probability law of u’t is the same as that assigned to a,, = u by (0.2). 
Moreover it can be shown (just as in Ref. [2] where the time parameter 
is discrete) that {u~>~,~ is a Markov process with state space z. In other 
words, for each h > 0, pA is an invariant probability measure1 for the 
Markov process {uJ~~~ . 
The purpose of this paper is to break away from the sphere of influence 
of the P.p.p., by exhibiting and studying Markovian particle motions 
(of necessity with interaction between particles) under which point processes 
other than the P.p.p. are invariant, in the sense just described. The 
literature of stochastic processes contains several recent exploratory 
studies in this direction [4, 6, 7, 14, 151. In some of these [6, 14, 151, 
the P.p.p. is again shown to be the invariant measure, even in the 
presence of interaction. Harris, in Ref. [7], was first in giving a systematic 
treatment of interactions in discrete time, including criteria for a point 
process to be invariant. An example due to Dobrushin, Pyatetski- 
Shapiro, and Vasilev [4] is much closer in spirit to ours in that it concerns 
interactions in continuous time which are motivated by problems of 
statistical mechanics. The invariant point process (or random field in 
the attractive terminology of Dobrushin) is the classical Gibbs ensemble, 
which was studied systematically in Ref. [3]. Since the example of 
Dobrushin, Pyatetski-Shapiro, and Vasilev has the drawback of not 
conserving the total number of particles, we shall use a different example 
to illustrate the way in which the classical Gibbs ensemble (cf. Ruelle, 
Ref. [ll], Chapters l-5) serves as a rich and intuitively appealing 
source of inspiration. 
Let 5’ be Z, (the lattice points of n-dimensional Euclidean space) 
or a finite subset thereof, and define (zl, 99) as above. The equilibrium 
state of a lattice gas is then defined as a certain probability measure p on 
(,X, g). Suppose for a simple illustration that S is finite, that all particles 
of the gas are of the same type (no spin), that each lattice site is occupied 
by at most one particle, that there are no external forces acting, and, 
1 Other invariant probability measures can be obtained by taking convex combinations 
of p~ with respect to A. The converse, to the effect that these are the only invariant prob- 
ability measures, has not yet been established in sufficient generality. See Thedeen in 
Ref. [17] for the best results when S is Euclidean space. 
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finally, that the particles interact through a pair potential U, satisfying 
w%Y) = YY, 4 for x,yES, 
U(x, x) = constant on S. 
(0.3) 
Then the equilibrium state for N particles (N < 1 S / = cardinality 
of S) is described by the probability measure 
p[u EC : u(x) = 1 for x E A, u(x) = 0 for x E S - A] 
= 2-l exp - fr C 1 U(x, y), 
XEA yEA 
(0.4) 
z= c exp - 4 C C u(x, r>- 
[ACS: IA I=N] XEA yeA 
The constant 2 = Z(S) is called the partition function of the canonical 
ensemble. 
We shall now describe a class of Markovian motions of N particles 
with an interaction such that the above probability measure p in (0.4) 
is invariant, i.e., such that p is the invariant measure of the Markov 
process {A,}, t > 0, whose state A, = A at any time t >, 0 is that 
subset A C S which is occupied by particles. Thus A, = [x E S : 
~~(2) = 11. Unfortunately it seems impossible to derive these motions 
from statistical mechanics. The partition function of the Gibbs ensemble 
in (0.4) describes an approximation to a physical gas which perhaps 
cannot be derived on the basis of Hamiltonian mechanics alone (cf. 
Khinchin in Ref. [lo], Chapter V.) Thus there is nothing, neither in the 
method (trial and error) by which the motions below were found, nor 
in the theory leading to (0.4), on which to base any claim to physical 
significance of these motions. Perhaps this is not too surprising since 
we shall see that the measure p in (0.4) is in fact invariant under 
essentially all possible Markovian motions with the same interaction, 
just as (0.2) is invariant under all Markovian motions without any 
interaction. Thus it is the interaction which determines the invariant 
measure, not the random motions on which the interaction is, so to speak, 
superimposed. This state of affairs is typical of all interaction models we 
consider. 
Let P(x, y) be a symmetric Markov kernel (stochastic matrix) on 
S x S, and let 
pt(x, Y) = exp tl? - 4(x, Y) = exp (- t) f. s p%, Y), x, y E s, t 3 0. 
(O-5) 
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Thus P, defines a continuous time Markov chain on 5’ (jumps according 
to P after random holding times which are independent and exponential 
with mean one). We now describe the interaction to be imposed on N 
particles, each moving according to (OS), which will force the measure 
~1 in (0.4) to become the invariant measure. First we introduce a change 
of speed. At an instant when the N particles occupy the set A C S, of 
cardinality 1 A 1 = N, we shall give them different speeds, depending 
on their position relative to each other, as determined by the interaction 
potential U in (0.3). Thus a particle at x has speed 
4x, 4 = exp 1 u(x, 39. 
YEA 
(O-6) 
This means it shall obey the transition law Pcf instead of P, , where c 
varies in accord with (0.6). Eq uivalently, the probability for a particle 
at x to make a transition to y in time dt is c(x, A) P(x, y) dt + O(dt2), 
when A is the set of all particles. The second part of the interaction 
consists in the exclusion of multiple occupancy. This is achieved by simply 
suppressing any transition which would take a particle to an already 
occupied site of S. It should be clear that the resulting motion of N 
particles on S can be viewed as a Markov process on SN, or, equivalently, 
as a Markov process {u~}~~,-, with state space Z’ = Z n [U : U(X) = 0 or 
1, Es C(X) = N$ As will be shown in Section 4a, the measure p in (0.4) 
is an invariant measure for ut . Indeed, since S is finite, so is Z, and one 
can conclude that the corresponding ergodic theorem holds: If the matrix 
P is irreducible, then for arbitrary u,, E Z’, the probability measure of ut 
must converge to p as t --+ 00. 
The above example is quite typical of the interactions which we shall 
study. The paper is divided into ten sections, in such a way that Sections 
la-5a will exhibit five different interaction models on a finite set S, while 
Sections lb-5b will contain partial results for the far more interesting 
and delicate extensions of these models to an infinite set S (countable 
or a continuum) 2. Thus Section 1 will deal with pure speed change 
interaction (multiple occupancy allowed); Section 2 concerns zero-range 
interaction (the speed change of a particle at x depends only on u(x), 
the number of particles which occupy its site); in Section 3 we study 
pure exclusion of multiple occupancy, without any speed change; 
Section 4 deals with an interaction containing the lattice gas described 
2 The reader interested in the infinite case, say in Section 3b, can proceed directly 
from Section 3a to Section 3b. 
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above as a special case; finally, in Section 5 we study a type of nearest 
neighbor interaction which is only meaningful when S is a finite cyclic 
group, or the circle group T, or Z or R. 
In general it is difficult to extend an interaction model from the case 
ISI < ooto(S = co.ThefirstdifficultywhenIS = coistoprove 
that a specified transition operator P together with prescribed speed 
change and/or exclusion rules determine a unique Markov process gt on 
.E. We did not succeed in solving this problem and proceed as though 
the existence of ut had been proved. Next will come the problem of 
verifying that a given probability measure y on (2, g) is an invariant 
measure for CJ~. This problem is of the same order of difficulty as that 
of proving the existence of {u!}, and it is closely related to it. We shall 
be content to establish conjectures based on the formal passage from 
/ S 1 < co to I S 1 = GO. This will be easiest in those cases when the 
invariant measure p permits a simple description. (It is product measure 
in certain cases. Thus the occupation numbers are independent in 
Sections 2b and 3b, and we have independent spacings between 
successive particles in Section 5b.) In the cases of Sections lb and 4b, 
however, the invariant measure p is extremely complicated. When 
S = Z, or R, there is a method (the so-called passage to the thermo- 
dynamic limit, cf. Ref. [ll], Chapters 2, 3) used in statistical mechanics 
to obtain the finite dimensional distributions (correlation functions) 
of CL. It consists of letting a sequence of cubes S, expand to S in such a 
way that the expected density of particles in S, tends to a finite positive 
limit. Our treatment in Section 4b is based on a theorem of Ruelle [12] 
which asserts that the invariant measures on pk on (zk , Bk) converge to 
a measure p on (2, i&9). 
The conjectures established in Sections 2b-5b will be proved in a 
companion paper to this one by Richard Holley [9] in a class of physically 
interesting cases. The set S has to be the group Z of one-dimensional 
integers, and the transition function P(x, y) (and the law of speed 
change in Section 2b) have to be subjected to somewhat more stringent 
conditions than seems necessary for the conjectured state of affairs. It is 
in particular because Holley’s method is limited to S = Z that we have 
developed the conjectures for arbitrary S in sufficient detail to emphasize 
the need for further work. 
Finally, there are two problems which are trivial when 1 S / < co 
but present considerable interest when 1 S 1 = GO. One is how to prove 
ergodic theorems which assert that for “reasonable” initial oO, the 
probability measure of ut converges to the invariant measure p as t ---f co. 
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This is easy in the absence of interactions when S is denumerable [2], 
much harder when S is a continuum [16]. We have partial results only 
in case 3b. The other problem concerns the properties of the random, 
non-Markovian, motion x1 E S, t > 0, of a single tugged particle in its 
interaction with all other particles. When the system is started with the 
stationary probability measure CL, and when S is an Abelian group, then 
it will be seen (Sections 2b, 3b, 5b) that the motion of x1 has an important 
stationarity property: The probability law of the entire system of 
particles, as seen from the trajectory xi, is the same for each t >, 0. 
This implies, for example, that {xt}taO is a process with stationary 
(although dependent) increments. That in turn yields information 
concerning the behavior of xt for large t (as indicated in Sections 2b 
and 3b). 
la. SPEED CHANGE INTERACTION 
Let S be an arbitrary finite set and consider the following motion of n 
particles on S. We assume given an arbitrary irreducible, doubly stochastic 
matrix P on S, i.e., 
P(% Y) > 0, ,c, m Y) = xIs WG Y) = 1, 
(1.1) 
qx, y) . Pyy, x) > 0, %YES, 
for suitable n, > 0, na > 0, which may depend on x and y. The n 
particles will move on the trajectories of independent Markov processes 
with transition function exp t(P - I), except that their speed is changed 
in a manner now to be described. Let CD denote a strictly positive symmetric 
function from Sn to R+, normalized to be a probability density on P, 
i.e., 
c @(4 = 1, CD(x) = @(TX), (1.2) 
ran 
for every permutation TX = (x,~ ,..., x,,) of x = (x1 ,..., xn) E P. Similarly, 
let # denote a strictly positive symmetric function from 9-l to R, and 
define 7rk as the projection from P on P-l obtained by deleting the 
k-th coordinate. Thus 7r1x = (x2 , x, ,..., xn), rax = (x1 , xa , x4 ,..., x,), 
etc. We define 
ck(x) = w , x E Sn, 1 < k < n, 
X 
(1.3) 
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as the speed of the k-th particle at an instant when the position of the n 
(labeled) particles in phase space S” is x = (xi ,..., x,). Thus 
the k-th particle jumps from xk to yk in time dt with probability 
ck(x) P(x, , yJ dt + O(dt2). It is not hard to believe that our recipe 
defines a unique Markov process x(t) = (xl(t) ,..., x,(t)) with state space 
P. Denoting by P,[*] its probability measure corresponding to the 
starting point a E S n, the main result concerning this interaction is 
Lil P,[x(t) = x] = Q(x), XEP, (1.4) 
for arbitrary a E S”, and 0 is the probability density of the unique probability 
measure invariant under the transition function Qt(a, b) = P,[x(t) = b], 
a, b E Sn, t > 0. 
To prove (1.4) we first assume the existence of the Markov process 
x(t) on S”, and use (1.3) to determine its infinitesimal generator Sz (see 
(1.5) below). Th en inspection of Sz will suffice to show that it is the 
generator of a unique Markov process on P. Finally it will be obvious, 
although we omit the details, that this process indeed possesses the 
speed described by (1.3) which will have led to the formula for Q, etc. 
To compute sZ(x, y) when x # y, we introduce the substitution 
operator ~~(5) : S” + S” in such a way that sk(t) x is the vector x 
except for the k-th component which has been changed from xk to .$. 
With this notation (1.3) implies that 
-Q(x, Y) = 1;s t-wx! Y) = CA(X) P(Xk ! 7) 
when y = sk(~) x and 71 # xk . When x and y differ in more than one 
component, however, then &(x, y) = O(t2) as t 4 0 and sZ(x, y) = 0. 
From the fact that &@(x, y) = 1 we obtain & Q(x, y) = 0. 
Summarizing, 
Q(x, Y) = Ck(X) P(Xk P 7) when y = ~~(77) x,
= - f 1 ck(x) P(x, , 7) when y = x, (1.5) 
k=l v,~S-{x~] 
=o otherwise. 
To prove that @ is invariant under Q1 observe that Q1 = exp tSZ, 
since Q is a bounded operator (matrix). The invariance of @ is therefore 
equivalent to 
z$:,. Q(x) Q(x, Y) = 0, y E S”. (1.6) 
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Using (1.5), the left side of (1.6) becomes 
Substitution of the definition of ck(x) from (1.3) gives 
But by definition, rk[sk( 6) y] = rk y, so that 
where the last step of the proof used the hypothesis (1.1) that P is doubly 
stochastic. 
Thus @ is invariant. Finally, the irreducibility of the matrix P, 
together with the fact that c~(x) > 0, implies that Qt(x, y) > 0 for all 
t > 0 and all X, y E S. From this it follows (from the ergodic theory of 
Markov chains [5]) that (1.4) holds, and that @ is the unique invariant 
measure. 
Observe that (1.4) contains a complete description of the ergodic 
behavior of the Markov process (TV mentioned in the Introduction. 
The states 0 E Z of ut are simply the equivalence classes of points of Sn 
under permutation of coordinates. Thus the probability that u1 = u 
tends, as t -+ co, to the sum of G(x) over all x in the equivalence class 
represented by ~7 (see (2.5) in Section 2a). 
For a specific example of an interaction defined by (1.3) let U be a 
pair potential satisfying (0.3). Let 
O(x) = Z-l exp - 4 f 2 U(x, , xJ, XEP, (1.7) 
k=l j=l 
. 
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where 2 is a normalizing constant ensuring (1.2), and let 
n-1 n-1 
#(T,x) = $(x1 , x2 ,..., xnpl) = c . exp - + C C U(x, , xj). 
k=l j=l 
(1.10 
Then (1.3) reduces (since U(x, x) = pi = constant) to 
ck(x) = c’ . exp 2 U(x, , xi), XEP, l<k<n, 
j=l 
(1.9) 
where c’ is a constant depending on c, 2, n, and 01. 
In the simplest special case (U = constant) the invariant measure p 
has density CD = constant, so that p is the P.p.p. conditioned on the fact 
that there are exactly n particles. On the other hand it can be shown 
that (1.9) has a natural generalization to higher order interactions, i.e., 
to Gibbs distributions of the form 
a(x) = constant . exp - C V”(x), XEP, 
"=l 
where each V, is determined by a symmetric map U, : S -+ R via 
V”(X) = c U”(X,, , xi2 ,...> Xi”). {i,+, ,..., i”JCjL2 ,...> n}
2a. ZERO RANGE INTERACTION 
This model is in fact a special case of the one in Section 1, but this 
will not be immediately obvious. Just as in Section 1 we consider the 
motion of n particles on a finite set S and take a stochastic matrix P 
satisfying (1.1). The interaction will have X~YO range in the sense that the 
speed cli(x) of the R-th particle at time t will depend only on the number 
of particles which occupy the same site at time t. Let 
@, x) = f qt, Xj), t E s, x = (x1 )..., x,) E S”, (2.1) 
j=l 
denote the number of components of x which equal 5, and let F be a 
strictly positive function from N+ = {I, 2, 3,...} to R+. We define 
ck(x) = ‘?‘[+k v x)1> x E s, 1 ,(k<n. (2.2) 
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Next we define the symmetric, strictly positive function @ : S” -+ R+ 
which will ultimately be the density of the invariant measure defined by 
@p(x) = 2-l jj {P[+if, x)1>-1, (2.3) 
ES 
where 2 is the normalizing constant which ensures that CseSn Q(X) = 1, 
and 
P(O) = 1, PW = 90) a@) *** v(k), k 3 1. (2.4) 
Then, just as in Section 1, there is a unique Markov process x(t), t > 0 
on Sn which has the speed interaction given by (2.2), and the main 
result concerning its probability measure P,[*], a E S”, reads 
F-2 P,[x(t) = x] = D(x), XES”, (2.5) 
for arbitrary a E 29, and @ is the density of the unique invariant probability 
measure of the Markov process x(t), t > 0. 
The proof consists in showing that we have a special case of the model 
in Section 1, so that (2.5) is a special case of (1.4). This will be true if 
(1.3) is satisfied, i.e., if there exists a symmetric strictly positive function 
# : S-i -+ R+ such that 
44 @(x> = ~hP)9 XEP. (2.6) 
It is obvious from the definitions of ck and @ in (2.2) and (2.3) that ck(x) 
@(CC) is positive and a symmetric function of the n - 1 components of 
VT~X. To see that it is indeed independent of xk we take two points x 
and x’ in S”, such that xk = cy, xk’ = /J, with cy # /3, and show that 
ck(x) G(x) = ck(x’) @(x’). We obtain from (2.3) 
_ n P[45 41 = PM% x’)l p[4P, x’)] @(4 
@(x’) CES P[44, 41 P[4% 41 PrJ@, 41 ’ 
and note that 
v(a, x’) + 1 = Y(oI, x), 
Hence, using (2.4), 
@‘(4 
-zx 
?MP, x’)l = 
@W) P+(a, 41 
= 
which concludes the proof. 
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Here it is very natural to rephrase (2.5) as an ergodic theorem for the 
Markov process crl, t > 0, whose state space is Zn , the set of all 
configurations of n indistinguishable particles on S. Thus ~~(5) is the 
number of particles at .$ E S at time t. We have 
where A, is the set of x E Sn such that 
k=l 
for all 5 E S. 
In the limit, as t + 00, it follows from (2.5) that 
(2.7) 
and since Q, is symmetric (constant on A, for each u E Z) 
p(u) = F+z P,[a, = u]= @(Lx) IA, j 
= Q(x) n! n J- = 1 
P-8) 
&.y 40 !  Z-ln! ps P[+$] u(5)! ’ 
UC&,. 
Thus p as given in (2.8) is the unique invariant probability measure of 
the Markov process Us . The normalizing constant 2-l is easily computed 
in special cases. We consider 
EXAMPLE 2.1 (The Maxwell-Boltzmann Distribution). When 
v(rZ) = constant on R > 1 (no interaction) 
&) = j s y EES u(f)! ’ 
Ln’ UEZn. (2.9) 
EXAMPLE 2.2 (The Bose-Einstein Distribution). Let v(K) = 
constant/k on k 3 1 (a type of attraction). Then 
(2.10) 
EXAMPLE 2.3 (The F ermi-Dirac Distribution). Let ~(1) = 7 > 0, 
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while we set (formally) q(K) = + co in (2.8) when K > 2. This produces 
a repulsion so strong that no particle remains a positive time at a site 
occupied by another particle. Thus we must assume that 0 < n < / S 1, 
and obtain from (2.8) 
for u EZ, such that all u(t) = 0 or 1, 
(2.11) 
=o otherwise. 
The rigorous derivation of an interaction leading to (2.11) is given in 
the next section. 
3a. SIMPLE EXCLUSION INTERACTION 
In the case of exclusion of multiple occupancy the properties of the 
process u1 are much simpler than those of x(t) which describes identifiable 
particles. Since ut( 0 will take only the values 0 and 1, ut is determined 
by the subset A, C S which is occupied at time t. Thus we shall study 
the Markov process A, and since we consider a fixed number rz < 1 S 1 
of particles the state space will be X, = the subsets of S of cardinality 
71. We shall describe two different interactions, both with the same 
property of yielding convergence to a constant invariant probability 
measure, viz., 
for A,BEX,,. (34 
In both cases we shall assume that the basic process is defined by the 
transition function exp t(P - I), with P satisfying (1 .l). In the first model 
(Case I) we assume that transitions to an occupied site are simply suppressed. 
The speed remains unchanged. This yields the generator3 
-w, B) = fYx, Y> if XEA, YEAS, B= A\x~y 
= 0 otherwise, A, B E X,, . 
3 AC is the complement of A, A \ x U y = [A -(LX)] U {yj. 
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Case II is more complicated, but arose in a natural way as the limiting 
case (2.11) of (2.8). A n interpretation of this limit suggests that a particle 
which is in motion is so strongly repelled by occupied sites that it keeps 
on going (according to P) until, for the Jirst time, it reaches an unoccupied 
site (which may be the site it started from). To describe this motion in 
terms of familiar concepts let B C S, and define fle(x, y), X, y E B as 
the transition matrix of the imbedded Markov chain induced by the 
transition matrix P. (Thus the original discrete time P chain is observed 
only when it visits B. 17, is the transition matrix of this new chain.) 
The interaction may now be described: The occupied set at time t is 
A, = A, and a particle at x E A is ready to make a transition. It makes 
this transition instantaneously to a point y in (A\x)~, according to the 
probability law n(,,,),(~, y), since it must keep on going until it attains 
an unoccupied site. Thus the generator is 
-Q(A, 4 = q/q&~ Y) if XEA, YEAS, B= A\xuy 
= -zA y;c qA\&, Y), if A = B 
= 0 otherwise, A, B E X,, . 
The ergodic theorem (3.1) in both cases is an immediate consequence 
of the fact that the constant measure p(A) = 1 is invariant, or 
c 8(A, B) = 0, B C S, 1 A j = j B 1 = n. (3.4) 
A 
In Case I one gets from (3.2) 
c fW4 B) = c 1 Q@\Y u x, B) + Qn(& B) 
A YEB xs‘9c 
which may be seen to vanish since P is doubly stochastic. 
In Case II the result depends on the well-known fact that the matrix 
17, inherits from P the property of being doubly stochastic. 
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Therefore one finds, using first (3.3), 
A VEB soBc 
= zB L1 - nBcug(Y’ Y>l - ,c, L1 - nf,c&’ ‘)I = ” 
4a. SPEED CHANGE WITH EXCLUSION 
Here we combine the interactions of Section 1 and of Case I in 
Section 3. As a small price for the more elaborate interaction we have 
to require the transition matrix P(x, y) to be symmetric (P(x, y) = P( y, x)) 
in addition to satisfying (1.1). We require as in Section 3a, Case I, that 
every transition to an occupied site be suppressed, and finally define the 
speed just as in Section 1. But since it is more convenient to study the 
Markov process 
At = {XE S : q(x) = l}, t 3 0, 
we denote the speed of a particle at x by c(x, A), when A is the state of A,. 
We consider the motion of n particles with n < / S I, so that the state 
space of A, is X, = {A : ACS,/ A 1 = n}, assume given a strictly 
positive map @ : X, ---t R+, such that 
AEX,, 
and also choose a strictly positive map # : X,, -+ R+. We now define 
the speed as 
c&A) = w, XEA, ACS, AI=n. (4.1) 
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Condition (4.1) together with the exclusion rule determines the infini- 
tesimal generator 
Qn(A, m = 4% 4 P(x, Y) if B = A\x u y, 
= --& & c(x, A) W-G Y) if B = A, (4.2) 
=o otherwise. 
The definition of the speed will now be shown to be exactly such that @ 
is the invariant measure of the Markov process A, . We compute 
1 @(A) W, B) = C 1 V\Y u 4 Q(B\y u x, B) + Q(B) W-h B) 
A XCBC YEB 
= a;0 ,2, @(B\Y ” -4 4x, B\Y ” 4 % Y> 
- CD(B) C 1 c(x, B) P(& Y) 
xeB yell' 
= =zc zB #(B\Y) P(x, Y) - zB y;c #(B\x) p(x, Y) 
Since P is irreducible it is clear that the transition function Qt(A, B) of 
the Markov process A,, t >, 0, is strictly positive for all A, B with 
1 A 1 = 1 B 1 and all t > 0. Thus it is seen that the invariant measure Q, 
is unique, and we have proved 
:7;tQt(A, B) = W), for all A C S, B C S, (4.3) 
such that I A I = j B I = n, and @ is the unique invariant probability 
measure of the Markov process {A,} with transition function Qt , determined 
by the generator s;! in (4.2). 
To obtain the results for the lattice gas discussed in the Introduction, 
let U be a pair potential satisfying (0.3) and define 
@(A)=2lexp-i$C C U(x,y), ACS, IAl =n, 
x:EA YEA 
(4.4) 
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2 being a normalizing constant. Then the choice of 
69 = exp - !I C C Wj Y), 
ZEA *EA 
A C S, 1 A 1 = 1z - 1, (4.5) 
produces the interaction defined by exclusion and the speed 
c(x, A) = constant * exp C U(x, y). 
2IEA 
(4.6) 
5a. NEAREST NEIGHBOR INTERACTION 
Here we require S to be the cyclic group of order N, written additively 
as (0, l,..., N - l} with addition mod(N). On S we shall construct a 
motion with both speed change and exclusion interaction of n particles, 
1 < n < N. The exclusion will be such that the particles will remain in 
a fixed order (viewed as points on the circle obtained by identifying k 
with exp(2rriklN)). We label the position vector of the particles 
x = (x1 , x2 )...) x,), xi E S, and denote the spacings between successive 
particles by 
6 = (h , 6, ,**., ha) where $ = x2 - x1 , 6, = x3 - x.2 )..., 
s n-1 = %a - X,-l , 6, = x1 - x, ) and all 1 < Si < N. 
We use an even function U on S( U(X) = U(-x) for x E S) to define the 
nearest neighbor interactionpotential of the k-th particle as U(S,-,) + U(S,), 
where 6-r = 6, . (Note that S,-, and 6, are the spacings between x, and 
its two nearest neighbors.) 
On S we assume given the transition function P of a random walk 
satisfying 
P(X,Y) = P(Y, 4 = qo, Y - 4, &YES, (5.1) 
and in addition P(0, 1) > 0. This will ensure (irreducibility of P is not 
enough) that the interaction process to be defined below satisfies (5.6). 
Without interaction we would define the Markov process with transition 
function exp t(P - I). The interaction will consist first of all in changing 
the speed of the k-th particle to 
49 = e$JVU + ~&>I. P-2) 
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Thus it depends only on the spacings between X~ and its neighbors. 
Secondly the interaction will suppress all transitions which would upset 
the order of the particles. Given S = (6, , 6, ,..., S,) at any time, with 
Si > 0, and 6, + 6, + ... + Sn = N, the k-th particle is only allowed 
transitions which will take it from xp to some point x~’ in the interval 
(xk - S,-, , xii + 6,). Thus in particular double occupancy is ruled out. 
Let D be the space of vectors 6 = (6, ,..., 6,) with positive integer 
components, and 6, + *a- + 6, = N. On D define 
W) = Z-lexp r-g1 U($)], 6 ED, 
where Z is the normalizing constant 
We shall show that the integration determines a Markov process S(t) 
on D, such that its probability measure PR[ ] satisfies 
(5.4) 
and @ is the unique invariant probability measure of the process S(t). 
The proof is just a matter of showing that the generator Sz satisfies 
and that 
for all t > 0, a, j3 E D. (5.6) 
It is clear that (5.6) follows from P(0, 1) > 0. 
Let ek denote the vector (n-tuple) with k-th component + 1, (K - 1)-st 
component - 1, and all other components 0. If K = 1, then the (K - 1)-st 
component is interpreted as the n-th, so that e, = (1, 0, O,..., 0, -1), 
e2 = (-1, l,O, 0 ,..., 0), etc. When the state is 6 E D, and when the K-th 
particle makes a transition from xk to xk + v, then the resulting change 
in 6 is from 6 to 6 - ve, . This transition is permitted if 6 - vek E D 
and is suppressed otherwise. 
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Therefore one obtains 
if /I = a - vek for some 1 < K < % 
and if /I E D - {a}, 
if OL = 8, 
=o otherwise. 
= i C @P(B + vek) ck(B + vek> W, v> - i 1 QYB) ck(P) W4 v)- 
k=l u:v#O k=l v:v#O 
B+vq$D B-ve$D 
Since P(0, v) = P(0, -v) this becomes 
But in view of (5.2) and (5.3) this is zero, since 
log @(b + vek> 
@‘(8) 
= -U(/& + V) - U&-l - v, + u@k) + ‘@k-& 
while 
1% ‘k(p) 
ck(B + vek) 
= U@k) + u(8k-1) - u(8k + v, - u(fik-l -'b 
Therefore @ is the invariant measure and (5.4) holds. 
The principal interest of (5.4) 1 ies in the extension from the finite 
group S to the groups Z and R which will be given in Section 5b. 
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lb. SPEED CHANGE INTERACTION (CONTINUED) 
The results of Section la have a natural extension to the case when S 
is a compact subset of Euclidean space. To avoid technical difficulties 
we replace the transition matrix P in (1.1) by an absolutely continuous 
transition operator P(x, dy) = p(q y) dy, with iterates Pn(x, dy) = 
pcn)(x, y) u’y, where dy is the Lebesgue measure, such that 
l&Y) 3 0, JsP(X> Y) dY = Jp Y> dx = 1, 
(1.10) 
pyx, y) p’“J(y, x) > 0 for x,y E S, 
where n, and na may depend on x and y. Since S is compact we consider 
the motion, according to exp t(P - I), of a Jinite number n of particles 
on S, and define the interaction just as in (1.2) and (1.3), where of course 
the density @ is normalized so that 
@(x)dx = 1, dx = dx,...dx, . 
.sn 
Then we still obtain a Markov process x(t) on S”, whose generator is 
defined by its action on continuous functions f : S -+ R; namely, 
Qf(x) = J f4x7 dY)f(Y) 
sn 
(1.11) 
k 9 dif[Sk(d xl -fcx)> d? 
The proof that @ is the density of an invariant measure for the Markov 
process x(t) is identical to the proof of (1.6), and by standard ergodic 
theorems (Ref. [5], Chapter VI) one can conclude that (1.4) holds, 
in the form 
kid P,[x(t) E A] = j” Q(x) dx, 
A 
for all a E 9, and all Bore1 sets A C 9. Conceptually the situation is 
even simpler than in Section la since with probability one no two 
particles will ever occupy the same point of S if the process is started 
with an absolutely continuous initial distribution, such as @. 
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Of course, it is possible to impose the speed change interaction (1.3) 
also on Markov processes with continuous paths. We shall take S to be 
the circle group T, and consider the two most interesting examples. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Consider n standard Brownian motions on T, 
interacting according to the speed change ck(x) given in (1.3). Thus the 
trajectory +(t) of the K-th particle is described by the stochastic 
differential equations 
dXk@) = &c(x) db,(t), x = x(t) = (x1(t),..., X7$>), 
bk(t) = independent standard Brownian motions on T, K = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
(1.13) 
Equivalently, the generator of the Markov process x(t) on T” is given by 
x E Tn, f E C2(T”), (1.14) 
since 
J?f(x> = 'I$ t-%{f [x(t)1 -f(x)> 
,~ l/c,(t) q(t) hi(t) b,(t). 
To prove that Qi is the density of an invariant measure observe that 
Q*@(X) = gl & Lckcx) @tx)l = O, XE Tn, (1.15) 
since the function ck(x) Q(x) is independent of x, . But an integration by 
parts shows that 
i Tnf(x) Q*@(x) dx, ,..., dx, = 1 
‘D(x) Qf (x) dx, ,..., dx, = 0 
T” 
for all f E C2(Tm). S ince LR is the generator of the diffusion x(t) on Tn 
this implies that @ is the density of the (unique) invariant measure and 
that (1.12) holds. 
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EXAMPLE 1.2. Consider completely deterministic motion on T”, 
according to the differential equations 
Let 
dx, 
- = CJX), 
dt 
l<R<?Z. (1.14) 
4) = (x1(t), x*(t),..., x72(t)) = Ttx, x = (x1 ,..., x,) E T” 
denote the semigroup of the motion, i.e., the solution of (1.14) determined 
by the initial conditions x(O) = x. The ergodic theory of such a (deter- 
ministic) flow is very complicated [I], but it is easy to prove that the 
measure defined on T” by the density @ is invariant under the flow. 
We define T,*@ through 
j @(x) g(Tt-4 = j g(x) T,*@(x)> g E C( T"). (1.15) 
7% l-n 
For arbitrary g E C2( T”) 
lim - ’ j g(x)[T,“@(x) - Q(x)] = hi 1 @(x) g(T,X)t- g(x’ 
t&O t 
(1.16) 
Here all integrals are over Tn with respect to Lebesgue measure. Since 
0(x) ck(x) is independent of xk , it is convenient to integrate first on xk . 
But since g E Cz( T”) 
x dx, = 0, T ax, l<k<TZ.. 
Therefore the limit in (1.16) is zero. 
It follows from the semigroup property of T, that 
j gTt*@ = j g@ 
for all g E C2( T”). Since P( T”) is dense in C(Tn) we have T,*cP = @, 
or, for Bore1 subsets A C Tn, 
(1.17) 
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However it is not known what other invariant probability measures 
there are. 
In the special case when U : T + R 
@(ix) = 2-l exp - *i jJ U(xi - xi), 
11 
(1.18) 
ck(x) = exp f  U(x, - xi), 
i=l 
the last two examples are of interest in statistical mechanics. It seems 
plausible that the Markovian interaction motion of infinitely many 
particles on R (either Brownian motion or deterministic) with speed 
change given by cL(x) in (1.18)4 should have for invariant measure the 
thermodynamic limit of a sequence Gn of measures on T as, simul- 
taneously, n and the radius of T tend to infinity. Since more information 
is available concerning the thermodynamic limit in the lattice case, 
we defer the detailed discussion to Section 4b. 
2b. ZERO RANGE INTERACTION (CONTINUED) 
We consider a denumerably infinite set S, and just as in Section 1 
we take as given a doubly stochastic matrix P(x, y), X, y E S, which 
satisfies (1 .I), and a function v : N+ -+ Rf, and a speed ck(x), defined 
as in (2.2) in terms of y. It is not entirely obvious that the interaction 
(2.2) imposed on the trajectories of exp t[P - I] leads to a well-defined 
Markovian motion of infinitely many particles on S. Therefore we return 
momentarily to the case of 1 S 1 < oo, in order to suggest results for 
infinite S which will be interesting enough to justify considerable 
mathematical effort. 
Returning to the case of 1 S 1 < 00, let zl, denote the set of possible 
configurations of 7t particles on S, and consider the measures of (2.8), i.e., 
pn(u) = n! ps p[u(Clj u(5)! ’ DE&. (2.12) 
4 Assuming that U(x) + 0 sufficiently fast as 1 x I -+ CO. 
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Now we can define a probability measure Q, on Z = uzEO Z, by 
(2.13) 
where p is a positive parameter (representing density) subject only to the 
condition that the denominator in (2.13) converges. It is clear that @ is 
a probability measure on the countable set L’:; its restriction to each Z:, 
is invariant under the interaction process gt ; and 0 is a convex com- 
bination of these restrictions. Therefore @ itself is invariant under the 
interaction. Observe that @ is nothing but product measure on Z = NS, 
where N = (0, 1, 2 ,... }. For (2.13) may be written as 
where f is the probability density on N represented by5 
1 
fCk) = vL fp( 1) 942) . . . I@) . k! for k 3 1, f(0) = OL, (2.15) 
with 01 such that zTf(k) = 1. 
It is therefore reasonable to conjecture that this state of affairs persists 
when the set S is infinite. To obtain a more complete statement let 
Z = NS, 3 be the collection of all subsets of N, f be the probability 
measure on N in (2.15), and (C, 99, p) be the Cartesian product, over 
the index set S, of the probability spaces (N, $‘$,f). Thus p is the product 
measure defined by 
CL+ : U(Xi) = ki , i = l,..., n} = fif(kJ, xiES, n 3 0. (2.16) 
i=l 
Then, given P satisfying (l.l), q~ : N+ --f R+, and c~(x) dejined by (2.2) 
there is a unique Markov process ut with state space Z, and probability 
5 Note that a slight restriction has been imposed on the function qx It must not tend 
to zero too fast, in other words, there must exist some p > 0 such that the series 
* Pk 1 
$-! p(1) v(2),..., yqz) < co. 
In general we will have a choice of all p in some interval 
O<p<R<co or O<p<R<co. 
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measure PJ.1, determined by P, q~, and c, , for which p is an invariant 
probability measure, i.e., 
i PW) Pobt E 4 = Pm for all B E 37, t > 0. (2.17) z 
Suppose therefore that at time zero we put a random number of particles 
u,,(x) at the points x of S, independently and according to the measure fi 
suppose we let particles move according to the interaction process 
determined by exp t{P - I} and the speed change: “a particle at x 
together with K - 1 other particles has probability y(K) P(x, y) dt of 
making a transition in time dt to the point y.” Then the numbers a,(x) 
of particles at x E S at a later time t > 0 are independent random variables 
distributed according to f. 
We do not even have a full proof of the existence of uI as a Markov 
process. A crucial fact in the necessary construction is that the expected 
number of particles arriving at a fixed point x in time dt equals the 
expected number of particles departing from x in time dt, and that 
both are finite. Assuming the initial measure p they are 
respectively. They are both finite since the definition of the measure f 
in (2.15) implies that L’Izv(K) f (K) < co. They are equal because P is 
doubly stochastic. 
Turning to the proof of (2.17), which will contain an unfortunate gap, 
let LY denote the space of bounded functions h : Z -+ R, which only 
depend on a jinite number of coordinates. Thus h E L? means that h is 
uniquely determined by its restriction to NA for some finite subset A 
of S. Equation (2.17) may be expressed as 
We shall only be able to prove, however, that (2.19) holds for the right- 
hand derivative at t = 0, or 
s 
p(du) mz(0) = 0, (2.20) 
z 
where 
Qfp(u) = ‘;I$ ; E,[h(u,) - h(u)] (2.21) 
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exists for all h E 3, and for almost every u, (a.e. with respect to the 
measure p). 
To bridge the gap between (2.20) and (2.19) observe that the Markov 
property of crl gives 
where g(u) = E,[h(o,)]. 
We would be finished, therefore, if (2.20) and (2.21) were valid for 
every g of the form g(u) = E,[h(u,)], t 3 0, h E 3’. Such g are certainly 
not in 2, and therefore the proof requires more information about 
the Markov process CT~ than is available. 
The action of the generator 0 on functions in 3’ can be described by 
the formula 
J34 = c c Mu - ez + e,> - 44144 d441 e, Y). (2.22) 
xss .YES 
Here e, denotes an element of Z defined by e,(y) = 6(x, y), and addition 
in Z is defined coordinate-wise. For a fixed pair x, y in S the summand 
in (2.22) represents the contribution to the limit in (2.21) from a transition 
of a particle from x to y in the time interval (0, t). This follows from the 
definition of the speed in (2.2). Next we check that the sum in (2.22) is 
absolutely convergent, for each h E 2, for u a.e. (with respect to p). 
To see this let A be the finite subset of S, such that h(u) is determined 
by u(x) for x E A. Then the sum in (2.22) can be decomposed into 
The last of these is a finite sum. If 1 h / < M, then the first sum (with 
the summands replaced by their absolute values) is dominated by 
2~4 C C 44 d441 PC,, r> G 2~4 C 44 d441, ZEA YES XEA 
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which converges a.e. (p) since it is nonnegative, and its integral with 
respect to p is, in view of (2.18), 
2~4 I A I i ~~Wf(4 < ~0. 
k=l 
The proof for the second double sum is similar, but depends on the fact 
that P is doubly stochastic. To complete the proof of (2.22) it suffices 
to remark that all other contributions to (2.21) are negligible. They must 
represent the events of more than one transition in time (0, t) either to 
or from the finite set A. For each of these possibilities one readily obtains 
the upper bound of the order t times the expected number of such 
transitions in time (0, t), which gives a total contribution of order t2. 
To evaluate the integral in (2.20), let pz,?I denote the product measure 
induced by f  on Z.,y = NS-{“UY). Then, in view of (2.22), 
If a,, is the projection of (T on .Ez,I , then 
A(i,j, x3 Y, 4 = fW(i)W2, + (i - 1) es + (i + 1) 4 
- +,, + ie, +&)I iv(i). 
But itp(i)f (i) = pf (i - l), so that 
~o~04i,j, X,Y, 4 = P$~ Ii0 [4h + me, + (n + 1) 4 
-4~~ + (m + 1) ex + ~~,hWf(4 = W, Y, 4 - W, 4 4, 
if 
B(x,Y, 4 = P f 2 Q,, + me, + (n + 1) 4f(m)f(n). 
m=o n=o 
Observe now that 
607/512-8 
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is independent of x, and that, as a function of y, it is constant outside 
the set A. Calling this constant /3, and substituting into (2.23), 
s Ix 
CL@4 Q44 = c c [B(Y) - WI JYT Y) h.d”[YEBI 
xes ua 
= zs zs [B(Y) - PI J%Y) - zs xIs [W - fil +,y) 
= zs [B(Y) - PI - c [W - 81 = 0. 
ses 
Here the next to last step used the essential fact that P is doubly 
stochastic. 
The point process defined on Z by the probability measure p thus 
appears to be invariant under our Markovian motion with zero-range 
interaction. 
A complete construction of the interaction, and a proof of the 
invariance of II, will be given by Holley in [9] under the assumptions 
that 
s = z, P(% Y) = WA Y - 4, 
and that the speed change satisfies 
lim my(m) < 00. m+m 
It has proved fruitful in other related studies [7, 151 to look at such 
an equilibrium system from the point of view of one distinguished 
tagged particle. One hopes then to be able to assert that the system, as 
seen from the trajectory x1 of the tagged particle, will appear to be governed 
by the same probability law at all t > 0. It is quite clear what this means 
when S is an Abelian group and P is group invariant (P(x, y) = 
P(O, y - 4). 0 ne would then hope for the following state of affairs. 
“There are two probability measures f and g on N with the following 
property. Put a random number of particles at the origin 0 E S at time 
zero, according to the probability measure g, and tag one of them. At 
all other points x # 0 put, independently, a random number of particles 
according to the probability measure f. Let x1, t > 0 denote the 
trajectory of the tagged particle, and let al(x) denote the number of 
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particles at X, at time t. Then at each t > 0 the random variables af(xJ and 
ul(xf + x) with x # 0 are all mutually independent, the fist with measure 
g, and the others with measure f.” It can be shown that this statement 
is correct if f is the measure in (2.15) with arbitrary p, but subject to 
the additional hypothesis that Ckf (K) < co, and if g is defined as 
Note that g is not just the restriction, properly renormalized, off to N+. 
Qualitatively (2.24) says that when we are looking at the tagged 
particle we are likely to be looking at a site with more than the “usual” 
number of particles. The following heuristic derivation of (2.24) can be 
made precise. Let S = Z, let N, denote the number of particles in the 
interval [---A, A] C Z, and let M,(k) be the number of particles in 
[--A, A] which sit on a site containing exactly K particles. Then we 
should have 
MAP) g(k) = 22 N 
A 
lim,,,(2A + l>-’ MA(k) 
= limA+,(2A + I)-’ NA 
= [c kf w]-l $m1(2A + I)-’ M,(k) 
= [I kf WI-’ j-92x4 + I)-’ EM,(k) 
= [I kf(k)]-’ EM,(k) = [I W(k)]-’ W(k). 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let v(k) = l/k, as in Example 2.2 of Section 2a. 
Let S = Z, and take for P the transition function of a random walk on 
Z, with 
c xP(0, x) = 0, 0 < 1 xvyo, x) = a2 < Co. 
The special form of v makes possible a simplified description: Each site 
x E Z has an exponential alarm clock with mean one, independent of all the 
others; when it rings at a site x and the site is not empty, then a particle is 
selected at random and moved to another site y with probability P(x, y). 
At time zero we put a random number of particles at each site x # 0 
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according to f(k) = (1 - p) pk, k > 0. At the origin we put k > 1 
particles according tog(k) = (1 - p)” kpk--l, k >, 1, and tag one of them. 
Let xt denote the trajectory of the tagged particle. The system is then 
in equilibrium, as seen from xt . Consequently xt is a process with stationary 
increments. Further 
E[%l = 0, E[X,2] = u2(1 - p) t, t 3 0, (2.25) 
i.e., the interaction reduces the variance by a factor of (1 - p) from its 
value for independent particle motions. The first part of (2.25) is clear. 
The second follows from 
where N, is the number of jumps of the tagged particle in time t and 
yi are the jumps. By a form of Wald’s lemma (Ref. [5], Chapter VII) 
E[x,~] = E[yi2] E[N,] = a2E[N,]. 
Since xt has independent increments, E[N,] is a linear function of t. 
Therefore 
E[r,7 = &E[N,] = a-9 l&l q 
= u2t f T(k)g(k) = a2t(l - p)2 -f p”-l = 02t(l - p). 
k=l 1 
In fact (as pointed out by H. Kesten) one can even prove the central 
limit theorem 
pI P[x, < au &(I - p)] = __ d& 11, exp (- 4$-) du. 
3b. SIMPLE EXCLUSION INTERACTION (CONTINUED) 
Concerning the exclusion interaction (only Case I though), when the 
space S is countably injinite, we shall exhibit the same phenomenon as 
in Section 2b: For in$nite S the equilibrium measure is product measure. 
For a complete statement recall that each particle moves on S according 
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to a Markov process with transition function exp t[P - r], where P 
satisfies6 
Each particle moves independently of the others, except that transitions 
to occupied sites of S are suppressed. For the configuration space we 
therefore take 2’ = (0, l}” C z, the space of all subsets (finite or 
infinite) A C S with the obvious Bore1 field a generated by the cylinder 
sets B = (A : A C S, x E A}. It can be shown that we obtain a unique 
Markov process A, , t > 0, with state space ,Y, representing the set of 
sites occupied at time t, for an arbitrary initial state A,, = A E Z’. The 
corresponding probability measure will be denoted PA[-1. (The con- 
struction is easier than the corresponding one in Section 2b, but it is 
omitted.) Let ~1 denote the product probability measure on (,X’, g) with 
density p, 0 < p < 1, defined by 
p[A : B C A C S] = plsl for all B C S, with 1 B 1 < 00. (3.5) 
(It is not hard to see that (3.5) holds if and only if t.~ is the Cartesian 
product of the measures v on (0, l} with v(1) = p, v(0) = 1 - p.) We 
conjecture that for each p, 0 < p < 1, the measure p = pp deJned by 
(3.5) is an invariant measure for the Markov processes {A,}, t > 0. In other 
words, the interaction leaves invariant the point processes deJned by the 
recipe: Each site of S, independently of all the others, is occupied by one 
particle with probability p, OY empty with probability 1 - p. 
This conjecture will be proved in Ref. [9] for the case when S = Z 
and P(x, y) = P(0, y - X) with 
fj 1 n j P(0, n) < co. 
n=-co 
To make the conjecture plausible for arbitrary countable S we proceed 
as follows. Take a fixed 0 E ,JY as the initial state A, = C of the process 
A,, t > 0. Thus u is a subset C of S which may be finite or infinite. Let 
f,(A) = f,(A; 4 = POW 14, for AC& IAI<co. (3.6) 
IJ The irreducibility of P is only needed if one hopes to prove convergence to an in- 
variant equilibrium measure. 
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We shall show that ft satisfies the equation 
!?gi = ZA ygo P(y, x)[ft(Ab " Y) - ft(41 
+ c c L% Y> - P(Y7 41ft(A ” Y), 
ZEA yEAC 
for all A CS, 1 A 1 -=c co. (3.7) 
Now define (for fixed p, 0 < p < 1) 
‘Ytw = 1 P(ddft(A; 4, ACS, /AI<co. (34 
Since g, is a convex combination of theft it follows that g, also satisfies 
(3.7). Moreover for g, we have the initial condition g,(A) = $Ai, for 
every finite subset A of 5’. The invariance of the measure p is equivalent 
to the assertion that g!(A) 3 p IAl for all t 3 0 and all finite A C S. 
Indeed this function is a solution of (3.7) since 
(The first sum is zero because j A\x u y 1 = / A ] for all x E A, y E AC, 
and the second because P is doubly stochastic.) Therefore the proof of 
the invariance of p would be complete if we knew that (3.7) has a unique 
solution under the initial condition f,(A) = piAl. This is precisely the 
difficulty encountered in Section 2b. However, in the important special 
case when P is symmetric (P(x, y) = P( y, X) for all x, y E S) we 
shall see below, in (3.13) and (3.14), that (3.7) takes the form 
a/&f,(A) = 1;2f,(A) with L? a bounded operator. In that case (3.7) has a 
unique solution and the proof of the invariance of p is complete. 
For the proof of (3.7) let eZ(t) = 1 if x is occupied at time t and 0 
otherwise. Similarly let A,, = Asy(t, h) be the indicator of the event 
that a particle makes a transition from x to y in time (t, t + h). Let 
A,(& h) = cz(t + h) - e,(t), and note that 
4& 4 = c Mm - Am,) + R, (3.9) 
YES 
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where the error term R, is a random variable such that E, j R, 1 = O(h2), 
and Et is the conditional expectation with respect to the motion up to 
time t. Note also that 
&%&!*YJ = w3 unless x1 = xa and YI = yz 
= %WP - %Wl P(x, Y) h if x1 = xg = x, y1 = yz = y. 
(3.10) 
To simplify the notation we write eZ(t) = Ed , d,(t, h) = A, , x E S. 
BY (34 
=Lisih-lEcC C n czl-& 
n=l BCA scA-B YEB 
ILil=?z 
Writing EC = E,E, , 
n “fit’ =&h-l f c 
E, Et n: c (4, - Ad. (3.11) 
n=l BCA esA-B yeB z 
IAl=n 
Using (3.10) we get, when 1 B j = 1 and B = {a}, 
Et n c (A,, - A,,) = c [41 - 4 P(z, 4 - 41 - 4 p(a, 41 + O(h2), 
YEB z z 
and when 1 B 1 = 2 and B = (a, b}, 
= -<,(I - cb) P(u, b) - ~(1 - c,) Pba + O(h2). 
When 1 B 1 > 3 the contribution is negligible, being of order h2. Sub- 
stituting back into (3.11) 
- EC {=;=A zEA-ja b) 44 - 4 P@, b) + ~(1 - 4 P(h ~11. 
a#b 
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At this point we interchange summation and expectation, obtaining 
aft(A) ~ = ,T;, ; [ft(A \ at ‘a ” Y) - ft(A ” r)l P(Y, 4 
- zA ; [f&J) -f&4 ” r)l P(,, Y) 
- &cA {[f&W -f&91 % b) + U&W) - ftW1 W 4. 
a#b 
Let us write the above sum formally as af(kl = I - II - III. 
Now we split I as follows: 
I= c c = 11 +I 1 =rv+v. 
aEA YES acA ysAC QEA yEA 
It is easily seen that V - III = 0. Also the sum II may be simplified 
to a sum over a E A and y E AC (its other terms are zero). The net result 
is not yet Eq. (3.7), but 
9 = zA y;c WY> xNf@lx ” Y) - ft(A ” r)l 
+ C C f’h y)[ft(A ” Y) -f&W 
xEA yEA’ 
However (3.7) is immediately obtained from it by using the doubly 
stochastic nature of P, which allows us to replace the sum ZZP(x, y) f,(A) 
by =J’( Y 3 4 f,(A). 
EXERCISE. Give a shorter proof of (3.7) by proving, for an arbitrary 
f : Z’ -+ R and depending only on a finite number of the coordinates 
of the argument cr E Z’, that 
‘$ t-Wf (4 -f(41 = c c [f (0 - ez + 4 -f(41 m Y)* 
mI(~:)=lY:o(Y)=o 
Here Us = A, , u = A ,, , e, is the state described by a single particle 
at X, and addition in Z’ is coordinate-wise. Equation (3.7) should result 
by specializing tof(o) = &GA u(x), for an arbitrary finite set A. 
Important new phenomena appear under the additional hypothesis 
that the transition operator P is symmetric, i.e., 
P(% Y) = P(Y, x), X,YES. (3.12) 
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Now (3.7) reduces to 
(3.13) 
= C W, B)ft(B) = f%(A), AC X I A I -=I ~0. 
KS 
Note that the operator Q is precisely the infinitesimal generator of the 
interaction on a finite set S, determined in (3.2). Observe that its 
restriction to the Banach space Zm of bounded real functions on the 
subsets A C S of cardinality n is a bounded linear operator.’ Therefore 
we may write the unique solution of (3.13) as 
f,(A) = c eY-4 B)f@), t 30, A C S, lAl<m (3.14) 
B 
where the sum extends over all B C S such that 1 I3 1 = / A 1 (by its 
definition in (3.13) and also (3.2), O(A, B) = 0 when 1 A j # j B I.) 
Recall that f,(A) = P,[A,I A] f or a fixed but arbitrary initial set C, 
which may be finite or infinite. Therefore 
fo(B) = P,[A,I B] = P&I) B] = 1 if CIB 
0 if C$B. 
It follows from (3.14) that 
PJA, 1 A] = c etR(A, B), 
B:BCC 
IBl<m 
t 2 0, A C S, j A 1 < co. (3.15) 
Consider on the other hand, the Markovian motion A, of a finite set 
of particles on S, such that the set occupied at time zero is A,, = A, 
1 A j < 00. Then it follows from the elementary theory in Section 3a 
(valid even when 1 S / = co as long as the number of particles is finite) 
that 
P,[A, = B] = etn(A, B). (3.16) 
(The motion A, takes place on the countable state space of subsets of S 
which have all the same cardinality, viz., 1 A I, and the generator of this 
’ Its norm is at most 2 I A I = 2n. 
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Markov process is Sz, as shown in (3.2).) Equation (3.16) implies that 
P,[A, C C] = C etn(A, B), 
B:BCC 
lBI<m 
(3.17) 
for all finite A and for arbitrary C. Comparison of (3.15) and (3.17) 
yields the law that 
P,[A, C C] = P,[A,3 A] for / A 1 < co, 1 C I < 00. (3.18) 
The probability that all particles lie in C at time t, having started in 
conJiguration A (Jinite) is the same as that all points of the jkite set A are 
occupied at time t, if at time zero the conjiguration was C (possibly infinite). 
When 1 A 1 > 1 C 1 the result is trivial in content, since both sides in 
(3.18) vanish. When j A [ = / C 1 < CO, (3.18) becomes P,[AI = C] = 
P,[A, = A], which expresses a type of time reversibility of the motion. 
When 1 A 1 < 1 C 1 = CO, then (3.18) is extremely useful, as shown in 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Suppose that the initial configuration is distributed 
according to A,, = set of even integers (we assume S = Z). Then the 
probability n(t) that the origin is occupied by a particle at time t is the 
probability that a single particle, starting at the origin, will be at an even 
integer at time t, viz., 
r(t) = 1 exp t[P ~ 1](0, x), 
z=even 
which will tend to & under mild assumptions on P. 
Thus (3.18) reduces difficult interaction problems to easier ones with 
less or no interaction (as in the above example). It should be an essential 
tool in proving an ergodic theorem to the effect that for each p, 0 < p < 1, 
for all initial con$gurations C which have ‘Lapproximately” the density p, 
and for a nice class of transition operators P(x, y) on S. 
It can be shown (either from Theorem 6.5 of Ref. [7], or by a long 
calculation which generalizes (3.7) that the simple exclusion interaction 
is strongly stationary when S is an Abelian group and P(x, y) = 
P(0, y - x). This means that the system is stationary from the point of 
view of the tagged particle: Put particles at allpoints x # 0, independently, 
with probability p, and put a tagged particle at 0. Let x(t) denote the 
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trajectory of the tagged particle. For every finite set A, not containing 0, 
the probability that A + x(t) is occupied at time t is then piAl for all t > 0. 
As indicated in Section 2b this implies that the non-Markovian process 
x(t) has stationary increments. This, in turn, implies that Ex(t) is a 
linear function of t and that with probability one 
lim x(t) = lim E[x(h)l 
t-c t - = (1 - P> c YV, Y>- UO h Y 
Here we have assumed that S = Z, . However it is not necessary that 
fyx, Y) = P( y, 4. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let S = Z and P(x, y) = 1 if y = x + 1, and 0 
otherwise. Let x(t) denote the trajectory of a tagged particle starting at 
x(0) = 0, while at time zero all other points are occupied with prob- 
ability p. Then, as was discovered by H. Kesten, the process x(t), t > 0, 
is Markovian, in fact, it is the simple Poissonprocess with speed 1 - p, i.e., 
Ex(t) = (1 - p)t. 
PROBLEM. Consider the same situation as in the example above, but 
let P(x, y) = Q when ) x - y 1 = 1 (simple random walk). Then 
Ex(t) 5s 0, while it is not known how to estimate the variance 
a2(t) = Ex2(t). There is reason to believe, by analogy with the results 
in Ref. [6], that the interaction has the effect of reducing the variance 
from a linear function of t (as is the case without interaction) to 
cr2(t) N c q’& as t + co. If so, for what c ? T.M. Liggett has disproved this 
conjecture, and shown that u2(t) -et for large t (oral communication). 
4b. SPEED CHANGE WITH EXCLUSION (CONTINUED) 
We select a special interaction model from Section 4a for extension to 
infinite S, because of its evident interest in statistical mechanics. Let 
S = Z, and let P denote the transition function of a symmetric random 
walk on Z, such that 
P(x, y) = P(Y, 4 = P(O, y - 4, 0 < 1 1 x I2 P(0, x) < 00, x,yeZ. 
Let I’ : N -+ R such that 
(4.7) 
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and let V determine the pair interaction 
U(X,Y) = V(l x -Y I), x, y E 2. 
On the Markovian motion of particles according to exp t[P 
superimpose the interaction which consists of 
(i) Suppression of transition to occupied sites; 
(ii) A particle at x at time t moves with speed 
4x, 4) = exp 1 U(x, Y), 
yEAt 
(4.9) 
I] we 
(4.10) 
just as in Section 4a, where A, is the set of all sites which are occupied at 
time t. 
We shall not attempt to prove the intuitively plausible fact that this 
interaction defines a unique Markov process A, , t > 0, with state space 
L” = (0, ljz, the subsets of Z. We proceed instead with an (unfortunately 
incomplete) demonstration that the process A, has a certain family of 
invariant measures fan , 0 < p < 00, on (L”, 3Y). (Here ~3 is the same Bore1 
field as in Section 3b.) For a complete proof, including the existence of 
the Markov process A, , see Halley [9]. 
We consider finite intervals S, = [-N, N] E Z, and let ,YNf = 
(0, 1)s~ and ~8~ be the corresponding finite Bore1 field. On (zN’, .gN) 
we define, for each p > 0, the probability measure v:“’ by 
dN’(A) = @S1 exp - i [zA zA u(x, y) + p I A if, A E zN’ (4.11) 
where 
2N+l 
k=O 
exp - i C C U(x, 34. (4.12) 
Finally we have to define projection and convergence of measures. 
The spaces ZI’ and 2,’ are given the compact product topology. If Y is 
a measure on (EN’, aN) and M >, N then the projection I7,,,v is a 
measure on (ZIM’, ~3~) defined by 
JzN,fb) ITN.Mv@) = JzM,f(d v(du) 
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for all fE C(ZM’) such that f(o) depends only on the coordinates of u 
in r--N, N]. In the same way we define the projection nN of a measure v 
on (ZN’, a,,,) on the measure 17,~ on (Z’, 9). Weak convergence of 
measures on (ZM, BM) (denoted by *) is defined as convergence of 
functionals on C(Z,‘). In this setting we have the theorem of D. Ruelle 
[12]: 
“For each p > 0 there exists a probability measure p0 on (Z’, $A%‘), and for 
every p > 0 and M > 1 there exists a probability measure wi”’ on 
(Z,‘, SIM) such that 
(i) IT,,,vbN) * 0~:~) as N -+ co, 
(ii) wiMM’ = ITMp,, for all M >, 1.” 
To show why the measures pLr, are invariant for {A,),,, we go, back to 
the interaction of particles on S, . Examination of (4.3) and (4.4) shows 
that v,N is an invariant measure for the interaction on S, , because it is 
a convex combination of invariant measures (the explicit formula is in 
(4.11) and (4.12)). Th ere is one slight difficulty however: We cannot 
speak of interactions with a common P matrix for each N, but have to 
modify P(x, y) to make it symmetric and stochastic on [-N, N]. In the 
case of simple random walk this needs to be done only at the end points 
of [--N, N]. Assume now that this has been done. Let us denote by AiN’ 
and A, the configuration Markov processes on Z,’ and Z’, respectively, 
and let 
Qf”‘(o, B) = P,[AtN E B], a E Z*‘, BERN, 
Qt(o, B) = J’,M E Bl, UE‘Y, BEL2. 
Now we know that, for each p > 0 
vLNf(B) = I,, ~$~‘(dcr) QjN’(u, B), BE&, 
and wish to use this to prove 
PM> =]s,, K@J) Q&Q B), BES?N. (4.14) 
Ruelle’s theorem would give the desired conclusion if we could assert 
that for each fixed t > 0 and B E 9, 
& QjN’(dN), B) = Qt(a, B), (4.15) 
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uniformly over 0 E 2’. Here ucN) denotes the projection of ~7 on z,‘. 
It would suffice to do all this for finite cylinder sets B, and then (4.15) 
simply says that whether a finite set is occupied at time t does not depend 
much on what the situation is very far away from this set at time zero. 
Incidentally this difficulty is very similar to those encountered in proving 
that {A,} exists as a Markov process in the first place. 
The same problem in the plane (Z,) or space (Z,), instead of on the 
integers, has an entirely different character. There it is known [II] that 
the thermodynamic limit of the measures ybN) may fail to exist, or fail 
to depend continuously on the density parameter p. This is true for 
example for the nearest neighbor potential U(x, y) = - 1 if 1 x - y 1 = 1, 
0 otherwise. The physical interpretation is that the mathematical model 
of a gas represented by the Gibbs measures v:“’ at different densities 
p exhibits the phenomenon of phase change. In terms of our Markov 
process A, this means that for certain p there exists no extremala invariant 
probability measure on z’. Intuitively this means (since 7J < 0) that 
particles slow down when they approach other particles. When there is a 
certain critical particle density this slowing down apparently has the 
effect of forming large clusters or regions of high particle density 
surrounded by large spaces of low density. In other words, separation 
occurs into a thick phase (liquid) and a thin phase (gas) in the case when 
no extremal invariant probability measure exists (two phases may 
coexist). 
5b. NEAREST NEIGHBOR INTERACTION (CONTINUED) 
The theorem of Section 5a has a natural generalization from a finite 
cyclic group S to the infinite groups T, Z, R. Just as in the transition 
from Section 2a to Section 2b it is easy to guess the correct generalization. 
The invariant measure @ in (5.3) is given for a fixed number (n) of 
particles. If one takes suitable convex combinations of the measures 
@ = an in (5.3) with respect to n one is led to product measures. One 
finds, in this way, that interaction leaves invariant certain point processes 
which have the property that the spacings between adjacent particles are 
independent random variables. The probability measure of the individual 
s Nonextremal invariant measures aboud but do not represent a pure thermodynamic 
phase (Ref. [I 11, Chapter 6). All conceivable motions leave invariant the measure of 
density p defined by: “With probability p all sites are occupied, with probability 1 - p 
all are empty.” 
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spacings is a constant multiple of pk exp[- U(K)], where U is the 
interaction potential and p is an arbitrary positive density parameter. 
The thermodynamic passage to the limit from these measures to the 
corresponding product measures on Z and R is of interest in statistical 
mechanics. The limit represents the Gibbs distribution for an infinite 
one-dimensional gas with nearest neighbor interaction, for which explicit 
thermodynamic calculations are possible [8]. But it was not known that, 
as will be described now,g this Gibbs distribution is invariant under 
certain Markovian motions with interaction. 
The main ingredients are : A bounded measurable function 
U : R+ -+ R, the interaction potential, and for notational convenience, 
the function 
~(4 = exp W4, xER+; (5.7) 
secondly, a symmetric probability measure u on R. This is used to 
define the transition probabilities of a,random walk on R by 
P(x, dy) = P(0, dy - x) = P(0, -dy + x) = u(dy - x), x,y~R. 68) 
Now P is used to define the compound Poisson transition function 
exp t(P - 1)(x, dy) = eet $ $ F(x, dy) (5.9) 
of the motion of individual particles, upon which the interaction is to 
be imposed. The interaction will be such as to preserve order of particles 
on R. It is therefore possible to tag the individual particles by denoting 
their trajectories, 
x(t) = {+(t))E-m , t > o,..., < x-l(t) < x,(t) < q(t) < ..* . (5.10) 
The spacings between adjacent particles at time t will be denoted by 
qq = &(t>>L , t 20, 8,(t) = Xk+l(t) - xJt) > 0. (5.11) 
Since the spacings will be of primary interest, there will be no obstacle 
to assuming, for the sake of fixing initial coordinates, that x,,(O) = 0. 
The random (non-Markovian) motion of the trajectories +(t) takes 
0 We give only the theory for R, which is somewhat richer than on Z (due to the 
remark following (5.15)). It should be obvious how to reformulate the conjectures for Z, 
and complete proofs for this case are given in the sequel to this paper by Holley [9]. 
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place according to the compound Poisson process in (5.9) with the 
following interaction. The speed of q,.(t) at a fixed time t, is 
c&o) = dLIPO)l dU4IL (5.12) 
i.e., am moves according to exp cli(t,) t[P - I] for t in the (positive) 
time interval [to , t') until the first change occurs in the value of cy(t). 
Further, all transitions are suppressed which would upset the order of the 
particles on R. Thus the only transitions permitted are those 
f TO??l X~ to xk + yI; with --6,-, < yk < 6,. (5.13) 
It is claimed (without proof) that the above motion defines a Markov 
process S(t), t > 0, with state space D = (R+)Z. Now let 9 be the field 
of Bore1 sets of R+, and let 9 be the corresponding product Bore1 field 
for D. Let p be a positive density parameter, and 
f,(x) = f(x) = 8-l z = 0-l exp[ -p.x - U(x)], XER+ 
s 
(5.14) 
e= a exp[--px - U(x)] dx. 
0 
Then fp defines a probability measure on R. Let pp denote the cor- 
responding product probability measure on (D, 9). Then for each 
p > 0, p0 is an invariant measure for the Markov process 8(t), t 3 0, i.e., 
if P8[.] denotes the probability measure of the Markov process S(t) 
starting at 6(O) = 6 E D. 
Remark. Extensions of this result are possible in two directions. 
The potential U need not necessarily be bounded, but then the proof 
that S(t) exists and is Markovian becomes even more difficult. More 
important perhaps, the compound Poisson motion in (5.9) may be 
replaced by any symmetric process with stationary independent incre- 
ments, such as Brownian motion. But in that case one has to make 
careful provision for describing the motion of two particles which 
collide (arrive simultaneously at the same point). Fortunately it has 
been shown by Harris [6], in a simpler case, how one can define the 
reflection (interchange of trajectories) of two particles which is necessary 
to preserve linear order. In fact the interaction model of Harris is 
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precisely the present model for Brownian motion with the potential 
u E 0. 
The proof of (5.15) breaks down at the same point as in Sections 2b 
and 3b. It may be somewhat easier to proceed by the method of the 
thermodynamic limit, as outlined in (4.13), (4.14), and (4.15), the 
necessary analog of Ruelle’s convergence theorem being quite obvious 
in this case. But for the sake of completeness we sketch the analog of the 
computation in Section 2b. Let 9 denote the class of bounded functions 
h : D ---t R which depend only on a finite number of coordinates of their 
argument 6 E D. Then we wish to show 
a 
- j t44 &Wt)l = 0, 
at D 
t>O, hE9, 
but can only do this at the origin t = 0. First we can write down, for 
arbitrary h E 9, 
1;~ t-lE,{h[G(t)] - h(6)) 
= f dLd (P&) jm 449 lt-~,-,iv<&@ + +-o - w) - WI. k=-cc -a’ (5.17) 
Here ek denotes the element of D whose k-th coordinate is one, and all 
others zero. There is no question of convergence since only a finite 
number of terms in the sum of (5.17) are nonzero. The K-th term in this 
sum represents the contribution of a transition of the k-th particle from 
xk to xk + y, and it is easy to see that the possibility of more than one 
transition in the time interval (0, t) does not contribute to the limit. 
Finally, we show that (5.16) holds at t = 0, or 
s 
m 
X 44) h ak:_l<v<a [h(6 + e,.-,y - e,y) - h(a)1 = 0. (5.18) --m 
In fact each term of the above sum will vanish. Therefore we fix K, 
let CL’ denote the projection of the product measure p on D’ = RZ-{k-l,k}, 
and write 6’ = 6 - ek ak - ekei Sk-, . Then the K-th term in (5.18) 
can be written 
s 
m 
X 469 II-s<u<tl @[a + e,-& + Y) - edt - r>l --co 
- h[6’ + e,-,s + e&J> ds dt. 
607/5/ 2-9 
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Substitution of the formula for f in (5.14) yields 
8P j,, p’(d8’) j, jr e-“(8+t) 
s 
m 
X VPY) lLs<l/<tl {F(s + Y, t - Y) - F(s, t>> ds dt 
-m 
where (suppressing the dependence on 8’) 
F(s, t) = h[6’ + e,-,s + e,t]. 
It will now suffice to show that for each 6’ 30 s.i n: ev-4s 4 Ql 0 0 
I 
10 
X 4dY) I[-s<u<d% + Y, t -Y> - W, t>> ds df = 0. 
-cc 
Interchange of the order of integration yields an integral of the form 
s-m V(dY) WY)- 1 n view of the fact that the probability measure v is 
symmetric about zero it suffices to check that H is an odd function. 
One finds 
WY) = j ds j dt e-D(S+t)[F(s + y, t - y) - F(s, t)] 
--Yvo llvo 
= Lodu Lo dv ero(“+v)[F(u, v) - F(u - y, v + y)] 
= -jgvods i-,,, dt e-o(S+t)[F(s - y, t + y) - F(s, t)] 
= 43-y). 
Thus we have made plausible that the spacings of tagged particles on R 
remain independently distributed according to the density f. , ij this is the 
case at time zero. It remains, however, to exhibit a point process on R 
which is left invariant under the motion of the particle system. There 
is, according to a theorem of Ryll-Nardzewski [13], a unique point 
process corresponding to each spacing density f. (The fact that f has 
finite mean is essential here.) This point process has the property that, 
conditional to there being a particle at a fixed point x, all the spacings 
between particles, to the right and to the left of x, are independent 
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random variables with common probability density f. To avoid new 
notation, we describe this point process picturesquely. Place the particle 
nearest to 0 on the right at +R, and the nearest one on the left at -L, with 
R and L chosen according to the probability density 
Prob[R E dx, L E dy] = f(x+y)dxdy , 
1; tf(t) dt 
x > 0, y > 0. (5.19) 
Then proceed to place particles to the right of R with independent spacings 
according to f, and similarly to the left of -L. 
It follows from Theorem 6.5 of Ref. [7] that this point process is 
invariant under the motion. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let U(X) = 0, so that the interaction between 
particles consists solely of suppression of transitions which would change 
the order of particles. Then fO is the exponential density, with mean p-l, 
and the corresponding point process is the Poisson point process with 
density p. Thus the P.p.p. is invariant under this motion in spite of the 
interaction. 
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